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ABOUT TURKISH STEEL EXPORTERS' ASSOCIATION

Steel Exporters' Association is one of six associations which has been operating under the
body of General Secretariat of Istanbul Mineral and Metals Exporters' Association (IMMIB).

The Association is a non-profit business organization of more than 2,000 companies
representing the largest steel producers and exporters in the Turkish steel industry. It
carries on its operations with the aim of increasing the export potential of the Turkish steel
industry and paves the way for Turkish steel producers/exporters, with main objective to
foster and attain sustainable global steel market based on free and fair trade. The
Association also solves the problems of its member companies face at home and abroad,
provides contact between members and foreign importers in order to ease the export
processes, serves up-to-date domestic and global market news, reports and analyses.

www.cib.org.tr

CONTACT TURKISH STEEL EXPORTERS' ASSOCIATION

ADDRESS: Yenibosna Merkez Mah. Sanayi Caddesi No:3 Dis Ticaret Kompleksi, A Blok 34197
Yenibosna / ISTANBUL, TURKEY
PHONE: +90 212 454 00 00
FAX: +90 212 454 00 01
E-MAIL: cib@cib.org.tr

http://www.cib.org.tr/
mailto:cib@cib.org.tr?subject=About%20Israel%20B2B%20Meetings%20via%20Shedu%20Consulting%27s%20website


www.akkatogludemircelik.com.tr

BAR AND RODS, WIRE ROD, REBAR, SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE, WIRE, SEAMLESS TUBES AND
PIPES, WELDED TUBES AND PIPES, COATED AND PLATED FLAT, HOT ROLLED FLAT, COLD ROLLED

FLAT, NAIL, NETTING, FENCING, CLOTH AND GRILLS, STRUCTURAL STEEL, LIGHTING POLE

AKKATOGLU IRON&STEEL
Akkatoglu Iron&Steel Company was established in Payas-Hatay, Turkey and operating since
1972. Akkatoğlu Iron and Steel are producing mainly cold drawn wire, black annealed wire,
galvanized wire, barbed wire, PVC coated fence wire, hot-dip galvanized wire, construction nails,
concrete nails, white&red roofing nails with caps according to international production norms.
 
With our strong customer portfolio, the company is also supplying steel products like
reinforcement steel bar, wire rod, ribbed coil, wire mesh, Merchant Bars as black and hot-dip
galvanized (Square, Round, Flat, T-bar, UPN, IPE, IPN, Eq.Angles), Transmission Mill, HRC, CR
Coil, HDGC, Strips, Sheet&Plate, HDG Serrated Grated Mesh, ERW Hollow Section&Pipe, HDG
Pipes,  Our products are exported to several countries of the world, in addition to the domestic
market.
 
The company has a reputable&respected name with his owner in the steel sector for the last half-
decade. The company management aims at quality and customer-oriented production by
providing continuous support to product research and development activities.
 
In addition, the company has been involved in projects in order to create sensitivity about the
future of our country and our world on the social
issues which he considers as “responsibility” rather than necessity and effective solution-oriented
environmental policies.
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www.bastugmetalurji.com.tr

BILLET, REBAR

BASTUG METALLURGY
Baştuğ Metallurgy is the pride investment of Baştuğ family, which has been providing service in
the iron and steel sector for over forty years. Founded with the union of Yolbulan and Baştuğ in
2008, the corporation continues its sectorial life as Baştuğ Metallurgy thanks to the agreement
reached in the second half of 2016.

Focusing on growing with the technological investments each day and making the quality
production reflexive, Baştuğ with its turnover over 1 billion dollars provides service in its 700
thousand m2 plants in total, with 145 thousand m2 being indoor, in Osmaniye Organized Industrial
Zone. With liquid steel production capacity of 2 million tons annually, Baştuğ Metallurgy has
telescopic type electric arc furnace,which is the first application in the world, with daily liquid steel
production capacity of 6500 tons. Ribbed rebar between Ø8- Ø40 mm is currently produced in the
plant reaching a production power of ribbed rebar between Ø8-Ø65 mm with its integrated rolling
mill investment.

Being among one of the top steel manufacturers in Turkey, Baştuğ Metallurgy, by diversifying its
activities starting with liquid steel production, is included in the top 10 companies of iron and steel
sector thanks to the investments it has made particularly in the region in which it makes
production and the employment it provides with its turnover over 1 billion dollars. Our biggest goal
is to increase rapidly the share of our country in the World’s iron and steel sector with new
investments.
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BILLET, REBAR

EKINCILER HOLDING
In Turkey, the private sector saw a rapid growth in the 1950’s and sustained its growth at a faster
pace in the 1960’s, the decade when the first seeds of Ekinciler Group were planted. Ali Ekinci
(1926-1988), a former tradesman, realized the importance of iron and steel industry for the
national development efforts and he decided to lay his hands on the industrial production. When
Orhan Ekinci (1945-1989) became the president, the group made a huge leap forward. Following
Ali Ekinci’s footsteps, Orhan Ekinci led the company to the route of rapid growth.

 In 1970’s, the group built a rolling mill in Karabük. Foreign trade and international transportation
operations were also started in the same decade. Following this rapid growth, Ekinciler Holding
was incorporated in 1986. Ekinciler Holding focused mainly on exporting goods in the 80’s.
Ekdemir Iron and Steel Plant was established in İskenderun in this decade. Financial services,
sea and land transportation, and construction works were the main business activities in the
1990’s. The 90’s were the decade when Ekinciler Holding adopted and started practicing the total
quality approach. A general reorganization effort started following this initiative.

In our globalized world, Ekinciler Holding proficiently keeps up with the tough competition,
managing its growth without losing its focus on quality, adding value to society and contributing to
the national economy. A leader in construction and contract services, maritime industry,
investment and securities, stock brokerage, and iron and steel sector, Ekinciler Holding runs
toward a better future with steady strides, leaning on and improving the heritage of its founders.

www.ekinciler.com
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WELDED TUBES AND PIPES

ERBOSAN PIPES
ERBOSAN is one of the leading manufacturers and exporters of welded (High frequency
Induction) black and galvanized steel pipes and hollow sections in Turkey.

Erbosan continues to increase its production range for clients around the world by adding
industrial and residential fire protection sprinkler system pipes to the product portfolio. Erbosan
was approved by Underwriters Laboratories (UL) for ASTM A 795 / ASTM A 53 and Factory
Mutual (FM) for ASTM A 795 / ASTM A 53 / EN 10255 sprinkler pipes. For more information,
check out our online catalog: http://www.erbosan.com.tr/ErbosanCatalogue.pdf

www.erbosan.com.tr
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WIRE ROD, REBAR, WIRE, WIRE MESH

ERSOYLAR STEEL
ERSOYLAR METAL, the leading Wire Mesh manufacturer in Turkey, was established in 1992.
Wire mesh products of our company are offered both on the domestic and foreign markets under
the brand of ERSOYLAR METAL and ERSOYLAR WIRE MESH. The company is located in
Osmaniye Organized Industrial Zone, it enjoys a strategic geographical position, close to
Iskenderun Port. With our 2nd recently established factory in Karabük in the Black Sea region, the
area out of total 30.000 m2 area, total production capacity of our company will reach 150,000
metric tons/year, which makes ‘Ersoylar Metal’ the leading Welded wire mesh manufacturer in
Turkey. Our company is exporting steel products from Turkey to 45 countries with core markets in
the Americas, Africa and Europe.
 
At Ersoylar, quality is an absolute top priority; we test our products every day according to
requirements that we must observe. Apart from manufacturing, the company is also dealing with
the trade of reinforcing steel bars, wire and wire rods supplying to leading private and public
industrial companies.
 
Our company, holding the ISO certificate, produces both wire products and wire mesh under the
quality standards of BS EN ISO 9001 certificate.

www.ersoylarmetal.com
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BAR AND RODS, WIRE ROD, REBAR, WIRE, NETTING, FENCING, CLOTH AND GRILLS

FER STEEL
Fer Celik was established more than a quarter of a century ago with a service approach that will
make a difference in the sector.

Fer Celik , which continuously increases its production capacity as a brand open to development;
It produces in a total area of 16000 m2, including 4500 m2 is open and 11500 m2 is closed. It
produces to the steel mesh, the black wire and the annealed wire, except those strong stock of
products such as rebar, sheets, wire rod, profile, plate sheet.

www.fercelik.com
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www.habas.com.tr

BILLET, SLAB, WIRE ROD, REBAR, HOT ROLLED FLAT

HABAS IRON&STEEL
Habaş Industrial and Medical Gases Production Industries Inc. was founded by Mr.Hamdi Başaran in 1956 with the
name “ Hamdi Başaran Topkapı Oxygen Plant ” to implement industrial gas production in a modern way and received
his current name in 1964. The path to growth has started in 1967 with the production of oxygen, nitrogen and argon
gases in liquid form for the first time in Turkey at Topkapı / Istanbul plant. Today, Habaş with high sales volume and
outstanding export performance is one of the major companies of Turkey, producing industrial and medical gases,
steel, electrical energy, heavy machinery, distributing Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG), Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) and
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), offering sea transportation services for LPG and operating sea ports. Habaş is the
leader producer of industrial and medical gases and distributor of LNG and CNG in Turkey. To establish customer
satisfaction on their need for quality, sustainable rivalrity and competitiveness, Habaş is focused to provide the best
solutions for the challenging and continous gas supply problems and on new applications, products and services.
Habaş having LPG storage and filling stations, sea terminals and LPG sea transportation service, is one of the
outstanding companies in the national LPG sector. Habas LPG Group is active at five management zones to deliver
countrywide bulk and packaged LPG and bulk LPG having higher propane content as fuel for vehicles under the
brand " Habaş Euro Autogas".
 
Habaş having annual 4.500.000 mtons of liquid steel production capacity, is one of the leading Turkish steel
producers and has reputation on high export performance. With the goal to be recognized by the customers as an
innovative, cost effective and high quality supplier, Habaş is focused on increasing steel production capacity and
diversifying product portfolio. Having total 1100 MW power generating capacity, Habaş is one of the outstanding
electricity provider for the domestic market. Habaş has aimed to grow further in the energy market with new power
plant investments. Habaş is also one of the outstanding companies in Turkey specialized in carbon steel and stainless
steel heavy fabrication services. Services feature beginning-to-end fabrication capabilities, including custom
fabrication, designing, design review, installation, painting and final assembly. Products include high pressure
seamless gas cylinders, cryogenic tanks, pressure vessels, heat exchangers, gas valves, gas evaporators, spiral
welded steel pipes and heavy equipment for all kinds of industries.
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ICDAS STEEL
Since 1970, we are among the top steel producers in our country in the steel production. We are
one of the biggest producers of steel among the largest private sector steel producers with regard
to our production capacity. We maintain our top rank in the export listing prepared in the sectoral
basis each year. In addition to steel production, which is our main field of operation, we conduct
our activities in the fields of energy, shipyards, logistics (sea, land), transportation (air), port
management, ship management, construction, insurance, mining, agriculture and animal
husbandry with the same precision.
 
Our Değirmencik Integrated Plant in Biga, Çanakkale features three steel plants with a capacity of
4,5 million tons/year and four rolling mills with a capacity of 4 million tons/year. As to capacity, the
biggest construction steel processing rolling mill of our country is in our plant with 1.9 million
tons/year. Of our two shipyards, Aksaz Shipyard (dry pool) have been operationalized in 2020,
and is the first and only shipyard which has the capacity to manufacture an aircraft carrier in our
country. Three-unit 405 mW thermal power plant, four HPP, one SPP, two piers, two dock are
among the largest private sector port facilities in Turkey with a daily loading capacity of 30,000
tons and offloading capacity of 60,000 tons. And the auxiliary facilities of these units are included.
In addition to the Değirmencik integrated plant, our two-unit power plant with a capacity of 1,236
megawatts in the Bekirli village connected to Biga, and our wind power plant with a licensed
installed power of 60 megawatts and our seed bank with a capacity of four hundred thousand tons
in Biga are in operation.

BILLET, WIRE ROD, REBAR

www.icdas.com.tr
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ISIK STEEL
Founded in 1965, we, ISIK STEEL INDUSTRY & TRADE CO., INC. , is one of the oldest steel
manufacturers in TURKEY, specialized in the production of HOT ROLLED STEEL MERCHANT
BARS; STEEL EQUAL ANGLES, FLAT BARS, SQUARE BARS AND ROUND BARS,
HAMMERED SQUARE AND FLAT BARS, GALVANIZED MERCHANT BARS, U CHANNELS, I
BEAMS, H BEAMS.

Our company has a steel mill with the 150.000 metric tons annual production capacity in
KARABUK, where is located in Black Sea region of TURKEY. Our 55 -year- production
experience, manufacturing well-assorted products with various steel grades and international
standards provide us high market reputation as well competiveness upon other steel manufaturers
in Turkey.

ISIK STEEL INDUSTRY & TRADE CO., INC., has been awarded with 3rd place in “ STARS OF
STEEL EXPORT AWARDS 2018 ” for ‘‘ MOST EXPORT GROWTH ’’ category which is organised
by TURKISH STEEL EXPORTERS’ ASSOCIATION. Also with its export sales performance in
2019, our company became one of the ‘‘TOP 50 TURKISH STEEL EXPORT COMPANIES’’

SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE, HOT ROLLED FLAT, COLD ROLLED FLAT

www.isikcelik.com
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MESCIER IRON&STEEL
Exporter company of “Mescier Group of Companies (from 1960 to present)”, distributes products
of “Mescier Iron & Steel Industry & Commerce Joint Stock Company” who is the manufacturer of
the group.
 
Mescier Iron & Steel is located in Bartin and Karabuk (Black Sea Region/North of Turkey),
provides service on its 470.000 m2 facilities (300.000 m2 is covered) with more than 1.500
workers.
 
Production capacity is 2,4 million ton/year (1.2 million for billets & 1,2 million for merchant
bars/beams). 80% of merchant bars/beams production is used in export, 20% in domestic market.
 
Products: Steel Billets, Equal angles, Unequal angles, Plain Flat/Square/Round Bars, Hammered
Flat/Square Bars, Serrated Flat Bars, Cold Drawn shafting bars, T bars, I beams (IPN, IPE, IPE-
A/AA/AAA/AAAA), H beams (HEA, HEB), U channels (UAC, UPN, UPE-AA, UB, UC) , C
channels, PFC, RSJ

BILLET, BAR AND RODS, SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE, STRUCTURAL STEEL

www.mescier.com.tr
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2.3 million tons of HRC line
Pickling line with a capacity of 1,2 million tons
Cold rolling milling and reversible rolling milling with a capacity of 755,000 tons
Galvanizing line with a capacity of 900,000 tons
Painting line with a capacity of 400,000 tons
Cutting and slitting line with a capacity of 680,000 tons

MMK METALLURGY
MMK Metalurji was established with an investment of USD 2.3 billion that serves in the facilities
located in Hatay-Dörtyol and Kocaeli-Dilovası. Having hot rolled, pickled, coated product ranges, it
ensures that needs of the users are satisfied at a single point.
 

A port with a capacity of handling 12 million tons of loading-offloading processes

COATED AND PLATED FLAT, HOT ROLLED FLAT, COLD ROLLED FLAT

www.mmkturkey.com.tr
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 NIKEL STAINLESS STEEL
Nikel Paslanmaz Çelik was established on 1990 as importer, exporter and stockist of flat stainless
steel and invested for sheet processing machines to respond demand of domestic and
international stainless steel market.
Today, Nikel Paslanmaz, is 2nd largest stainless steel exporter of Turket and ranked in first 400
biggest companies of Turkey.

Nikel Paslanmaz Çelik exports to 59 countries and fullfill all requirements of Turkish stainless steel
markets thanks to 4 CTL, 3 slitting lines, coil-to-coil brushing and grinding line, 2 sheet-to-sheet
brushing and grinding lines, 8K mirror polishing line, 2 circle pattern lines, 2 tear drop pattern line,
welded tube production and surface processing lines installed on 7000+20000 sqm mills along
with ferritic, austhenitic and duplex grade flats (sheet, coil), and long (pipe, tube and bar) stocks
exceeding 10.000 tons in-house stock which can be processed according Customer
specifications. Nikel Paslanmaz Çelik san ve tic A.Ş. has a 12.000 tons/month flat stainless steel
processing capacity and target to be a key player for stainless steel welded tube manufacturer.

BAR AND RODS, SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE, SEAMLESS TUBES AND PIPES, WELDED TUBES AND
PIPES, HOT ROLLED FLAT, COLD ROLLED FLAT

www.nikelpaslanmaz.com
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OMSE STEEL TRADE
OMSE is a young company founded in 2013. Our founding objective is to primarily supply engineering
services and structural steel solutions to our customers. The main objective of our company is to show the
quality and the competitive advantages of Turkish steel products to the companies located abroad and to
bring them and these products together.
 
OMSE carries out the necessary controls at every stage of production and inspects the product quality on
behalf of our customers in order to ensure that the products it sells comply with customer demands,
technical specifications and/or technical drawings. In this way, errors are prevented and/or corrected at an
early stage before the products go to the assembly site, and our customers can be sure that they will
receive products comply with the quality and standards they want. Our company achieved to export to over
30 countries in the past 9 years and obtains averagely over 95% of its turnover from exports.
Services and Steel products we offer;

Engineering Services:Transmission Line Tower Designs, Designs of Telecom Towers, Designs of steel
structures for substations, Designs of steel buildings, Technical consulting services

Our design works include the scopes listed below: Static Calculations, Foundation Calculations, Workshop
Drawings, Assembly Drawings 

Structural Steel Products: Lattice and polygonal telecommunication towers, Lighting, Floodlighting and
camera poles, Energy Transmission Line Towers, Substation Steel Structures, Steel Structures for Solar
Panels, Steel Bridges, Steel Structures for Industrial Buildings, General Structural Steels, Umbrella Arch
Systems, Steel Arches, Lattice Girders, Self- Drilling Anchor Bolts , Rock Bolts

www.omsetrade.com

STRUCTURAL STEEL, LIGHTING POLE, NOISE BARRIERS, ELECTRICAL PANEL, PREFABRICATED BUILDINGS
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POLAR STEEL TRADE
Polar is a 30 year old steel trading company who has also a sister company in Germany Meba Steel
GMBH. POLAR has a very large supplier chain mainly in Turkey and Europe and has been supplying all
kind of Steel products all over the world for special/mega projects. Polar also has its own stocks in Turkey
for EU origin plates having S355J2+N/K2/NL quality with US EN 10160-S2E2 Test starting from 10 mm to
250 mm ready for prompt shipment. We are also highly experienced in the supply of Steel Sections and flat
products listed in the main headings below and import them regularly.
 
Flat Products:
Hot Rolled Alloyed and Non Alloyed acc. to ASTM/ASME/EN/JIS/DIN/GOST Norms, Cold Drawn Plates
and Strips, Galvanized Steel Coils/Sheets, Stainless Steel Sheet/Plate/Coil
 
Long Products:
Steel Profiles acc. to American/British/European/Japanese/Russian Norms
(HEA/HEB/HEM/IPE/UPN/UPE/HD/HL/HP/UB/UC/UBP/W/UE/H), Steel Angle/Round Bar/Hollow Section/
Crane Rails/ Forged Products, Alloyed and Non Alloyed Seamless/Welded Pipes/ Line Pipes
 
Others:
Fittings/Fasteners, Alloyed and Non Alloyed Seamless/Welded Elbow/Tee/Reducer/Stud,
End/Valve/Cap/Sockolet/Weldolet/Flange/Bolt/Nut /Washer/Screw
 
Geotechnical+Structural Engineering Systems/Products:
Anchor/PC Strand/Steel Wire, Special Steel Profile acc. to the design

www.polarltd.com

BAR AND RODS, WIRE ROD, REBAR, SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE, SEAMLESS TUBES AND PIPES,
WELDED TUBES AND PIPES, COATED AND PLATED FLAT, HOT ROLLED FLAT, COLD ROLLED FLAT,

STRUCTURAL STEEL, VALVES
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SERHAT IRON&STEEL
Serhat iron and steel headquarted in ankara has succeeded to be one of the pioneer institutions
in the steel production sector since 1987.
 
The company’s total capacity at karabuk mill has recahed 12.000 metric tons per month and
150.000 metric tons per year. Apart from that group companies realize 250.000 metric tons sales
annually. All iron & steel products are produced in accordance with the international quality
standards
 
Serhat iron and steel imports with its expert staff, for the aim of supplying the needs of raw
material of the firm, and exports over 50 countries with the increasing production capacity every
year.
 
PRODUCTS: FLAT BARS, ROUND BARS, SQUARE BARS, EQUAL ANGLES, UPN, UAC

BAR AND RODS, SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE

www.serhatdc.com
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YAMETAS STEEL
Yametaş , one of the leading companies in the Turkish steel industry, continues its activities with
the principles of responsibility given by its experience of more than half a century.

Since it was established in 1966, Yametaş has consistently improved itself as a follower of all
innovations and developments with its dynamism. Yametaş gives particular importance to sense
of high quality and customer satisfaction in all contexts.

At its production facilities located on a land of 30.000 m², Yametaş has Steel Service Center and
Tube & Profile & Roll-Forming lines which meet the needs of many sectors in both domestic and
foreign markets.

Our biggest goal is to maintain a long term partnership with our precious customers through our
experienced, customer-oriented and skilled staff for "Serving the STEEL industry".

WELDED TUBES AND PIPES, COATED AND PLATED FLAT, HOT ROLLED FLAT, COLD ROLLED FLAT,
STRUCTURAL STEEL, STEEL SHELF SYSTEMS

www.yametas.com.tr
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YILDIZ IRON&STEEL
Yıldız Demir Çelik is a family owned company and %100 is owned by Yıldız family . Short Yıldız is
a well known company in Turkey as Europe etc and hope to work with you .
 
Why you have choose work with Yıldız. As we said we are family owned company which of course
has lot of advantages. The main advantage is we are very adaptable to the market situations. İt is
very easy to adapt ourselves to the price situations. We are able to take very quick desicions
because you ar in direct contact with the ones who takes the desicions .We are located in the
middle of World, have logistic Access to many areas with short deliveries .
 
We are also well known is very quick deliverys due to take desicion in producing materials.We
continue to increase our exports by using all incoterms. The payment terms are confirmed lc at
sight, CBG or with advance payments.
 
In 2021, Our sales are 50 % domestic sales, depends our export rates are around 50 %. In 2021,
we exported to about 50 countries. We doubled our export figures compared to 2020. Our main
markets are; We can say the Balkans, Europe. However; We also play an active role in other
markets such as America, Israel, Africa-Asia.

www.yildizdemircelik.com.tr

COATED AND PLATED FLAT, COLD ROLLED FLAT
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ZENNA STEEL
“Zenna Steel” is a foreign trade company dealing wide range of high quality carbon steel products
in different international norms & standards . Zenna Steel exports steel products from Turkey to all
around the world.
 
The main target of the company was to supply all kind of steel products to our customers which
were gained during our 19 years of professional work experience who are spread all around the
world which the customer base is local and international steel trading companies as well as steel
stockists .
 
In Turkey , there are several main centres – where many steel production with different sizes
allocated – which are mainly Istanbul , Izmir , karabuk , Eregli and ıskenderun . In our trade deals
and operations , we are choosing the right production works according to their suitability for
loading and competitiveness .
 
Short list of Products that we can supply ;
Steel Billets, Debar ( 8 –40 mm / 6-12 meters ) , Debar in Coils, Wire Rod, Merchant Bars ( Equal
Angles , Unequal Angles , Flat Bars , Square Bars , UPN , IPN ), Wire Mesh, Tubes , Square and
Rectangular Hollow Sections, Round Bars ( Cold & Hot Drawn )

www.zennasteel.com

BILLET, BAR AND RODS, SECTIONS, ANGLES AND PROFILE,WIRE, WIRE MESH
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